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Modern, minimalistic, understated- our Cheiro bench breathes space. Use it with 
any of our dining tables, place it in the foyer or at foot of your bed or use it for 
extra seating around the house; its versatility is unquestioned.

C h e i r o



SIZE in Inch - W80 x H18 x D12

Cheiro Bench
#CHEBEN203
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SIZE in Inch - W54 x H20 x D14

I s o

Iso Bench
#ISOBEN137

For a bench design that is a Geometry class in itself; an Iso bench is mighty 
restrained and lets its functionality do the talking. Muted in its look and feel, its 
slender metal-wood frame and optimal cushioning make it an excellent choice 
as a layout finisher. However, it is equally functional in entryways, in foyers, at 
the foot of your beds etc. Like most SPIN products, an Iso bench is immensely 
versatile.
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Solid Oak wood / Ash wood square seating, four sturdy Oak / Ash wood slanted 
legs make for the wooden aspect of our Josh stools. The Spin touch as we like to 
say is courtesy the flat metal sheet that frames the seat on all sides. The result is 
a piece with solidity in usage and appearance minus bulkiness. Josh is good to 
be used for both primary as well as secondary seating. Occasionally, you could 
use it a bedside or sofa table – your call completely! Available in five colour 
options of yellow, red, blue, black and white; these stools will compliment most 
layouts and schemes.

J o s h



SIZE in Inch - W12 x H29.5 x D12

Josh Stool
#JOSSTL30
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Josh bar stool is a design extension of Josh stool. Solid 
white Ash wood / Oak wood square seating, four sturdy 
Ash wood / Oak wood slanted legs make for their wooden 
aspect. The Spin touch as we like to say is courtesy the 
flat metal sheet that frames the seat on all sides. Solid and 
yet not bulky in appearance, Josh bar stool are available 
in five colour options of yellow, red, blue, black and white. 
Use them to seat around your bar or high breakfast table.

J o s h



SIZE in Inch - W12 x H29.5 x D12

Josh Bar Stool
#JOSSTL30
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Exuding solidity and modern style, 
our Josh backrest barstool is one 
comfortable piece. Slender seating and 
slanted legs in White Ash make for its 
wooden aspect while its Metallic seat-
framing, footrest and backrest add the 
requisite colour and cool. What comes 
through thus is a piece that appears 
solid but non-bulky. Truly SPIN!

Josh backrest barstool is more so ideal 
in those additional moments of seating 
and stretching when you want the good 
time and conversations to go on an 
endless run.

J o s h



SIZE in Inch - W14.5 x H31 x D14.5

Josh Backrest Bar Stool
#JOSCHR37

J o s h
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Made from basic joineries, our Minion side table is complicated and 
inspiring in its own way. Solid Oak wood/ Ash wood goes into making of 
its basic frame as well as the four slanted legs. The highlight here would 
be the metal sheet that is engineered and bent to sit as ‘The Top’ of this 
piece. It is a great side table to pair with low seating arrangements. You 
could also keep it as a bedside table in children’s room. We offer Minion 
in white and charcoal grey colour options with different Oak finishes.

M i n i o n



SIZE in Inch - W47 x H16 x D16

Minion Bench
#MINBEN120
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Neo mini is a size variation of Neo bar stool. They display a solid flow of 
movement right from the round Oak wood / Ash wood seating to their 
sturdy wooden legs. The detailing of flat metal sheet where top meets 
legs with able support from exposed joinery, injects the right amount of 
‘Industrial’ to its look. You could use a Neo mini stool for primary as well 
as secondary

N e o  M i n i



Neo Mini Stool
#NEOSTL30
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Neo– our three legged barstools are all about solidity in style sans fuss. 
They display a solid flow of movement from their round Oak wood/ Ash 
wood seating to sturdy wooden legs provided with a triangular metallic 
footrest. The detailing of flat metal sheet where Top meets legs with able 
support from exposed joinery, injects the right amount of ‘Industrial’ to its 
look. Available in five colour options of yellow, red, blue, black and white; 
these stools will look good in most layouts and schemes. 

N e o



SIZE in Inch - W12x H29.5 x D12

Neo Bar Stool
#NEOSTL30
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The base design for Neo family,  hairs are our designers personal 
favourite. The beauty and texture of raw Oak wood / Ash wood is 
enhanced with clear coat lacquer and receives an instant brother-in-arm 
backing from matte finished flat metal sheets. This solid dining chair 
available in blue, red, white, yellow and black options will co-ordinate 
very well with either of our ‘Quedro’ or ‘Zyle’ dining tables. 

N e o



SIZE in Inch - W16 x H31 x D18

Neo Chair
#NEOCHR41
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Neo bench is a great representation of our core design idea of metal 
and natural wood fusion. With its slatted seat and four tapering legs that 
come in solid Oak wood / Ash wood with a natural finish. It represents 
solidity minus bulk. We had a flat metal sheet meld with the seating on 
all four sides and left the joinery exposed to up its style quotient.This 
comfortable bench is great both for primary and secondary seating. Use 
it as a part of formal seating arrangement or in your entryway or foot of 
your bed as per choice. Available in vibrant blue, yellow, red, black and 
white; a Neo bench is a great buy. Get one home and see it yourself!

N e o



SIZE in Inch - W49 x H18 x D13.5

Neo Bench
#NEOBEN124
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SIZE in Inch - W16 x H31 x D18

Neo Chair - all black
#NEOCHR41



#NEOSTL30

Neo Bar Stool - All Black

3636



NEO BAR STOOL SIZE in Inch - W12 x H29.5 x D12     NEO MINI SIZE in Inch - W12 x H18 x D12

#NEOSTL30

Neo Mini - All Black
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SIZE in Inch - W49 x H18 x D13.5

#NEOBEN124

Neo Bench - All Black
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SIZE in Inch - W25.5 x H24.6 x D24.4

#NYXLNG42

Nyx Lounger 
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SIZE in Inch - W13 x H16.5 x D13

O t t e

Otte Stool
#OTTSTL33

Built in sheet metal and tastefully upholstered in bright fabric options, the octagonal 
shaped ‘Otte stools’ function in a multitude of settings. Their premium and stain resistant 
fabric, compact form, light-weight and groove provision makes them perfect pull-up seats.

At home, you could mix and match their functionality across rooms whether as an add-on 
seat in your main seating area or in kids’ room or patio or in dining spaces when hosting a 
larger number of guests- adult or little! At office, they work best for casual meetings and 
impromptu collaborations.
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Polo stools presents a harmony - in - contrast with its uniquely shaped 
Ash wood / Oak wood top that sits snug upon powder coated pipe metal 
legs. Use it as an end table with your Sofa. Should you want to keep 
drinks and snacks in vicinity as you watch your favorite show on TV, this 
stool is perfect size. You could even place it in the foyer to put your keys 
and mobile upon. We offer this striking piece in yellow, red, blue, black 
and white colour options to compliment the aesthetics of your house.

P o l o



SIZE in Inch - W12 x H18 x D13

Polo Stool
#POLSTL30
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Polo barstools are fairly spirited in their disposition. Their design concept 
revolves around four sleek metal pipes with an Oak / Ash Top making 
them perfect extension of our design DNA. Available in blue, red, yellow, 
black and white colour options, Polo bar stools are lightweight, they can 
be moved around the house for extra seating as per convenience.

P o l o



SIZE in Inch - W11 x H29 x D11

Polo Bar Stool
#POLSTL28



P o n y
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The design of ‘Pony chair’ draws inspiration from a small horse also called ‘Pony’ known for 
its graceful stance and beauty. Its’ warm look, curved backrest, modern upholstered seat 
make it an immensely comfortable chair that you would love to sit in for hours. In a first of 
sorts for us, it also has us using dark wood for the very first time.

Owing to its distinctive design language, ‘Pony chair’ is best suited for cafes or dining areas 
where the intention of enjoying the food is at par with enjoying great conversations.



SIZE in Inch - W20 x H30 x D16

Pony Chair
#PONCHR51
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SIZE in Inch - W17 x H18 x D14

Ted Stool
#TEDSTL43

Ted stools are basic, strong and inherent with our design DNA. The 
seating and the solid slanted legs in Ash wood / Oak wood are a 
contemporary work of clean lines. A broad White Oak/ Ash wood finish 
component frames the seating on two opposite sides. We then attached 
the wooden legs to the exterior component. Use these stools for primary 
or secondary seating. Place them in hallway or use them as occasional 
bedside or end tables; they perform equally well.

T e d
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Ted benches are basic, strong and inherent with a wood DNA. The 
seating and the solid slanted legs in Ash wood / Oak wood are a 
contemporary work of clean lines. A broad wood in White Ash / White 
Oak finish frames the seating on two opposite sides and is attached 
to the woody exterior with visibly Industrial joinery. You could use it as 
layout finisher in conjunction with any of our sofas or pair it with any 
of our dining tables. You may also place it at the foot of your bed; its 
simplicity allows this multi-functionality. So if basic is what you have in 
mind, Ted is the essential piece you’re looking for!

T e d



SIZE in Inch - W52.2 x H17.8 x D14

Ted Bench
#TEDBEN133
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‘Theo new’ is an upholstered version of our uber stylish bench Theo. 
Rectilinear and curvilinear; it furthers our design concept of blending 
metal with natural wood. Birch ply seating in natural finish sits snug 
inside its industrially chic metallic frame. Place it as a standalone unit or 
as a seating layout finisher and take delight in setting up a good space.

T h e o



SIZE in Inch - W71 x H14.4 x D16

Theo Bench
#THEBEN183
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SIZE in Inch - W13 x H30 x D15

Turbo Bar Stool
#TURSTL33

Funky and playful, our Turbo barstools stay in your 
mind long after the first look. Now whether that is a 
function of their smooth, round White Ash seating 
or those curious looking metal pipe legs or both 
working in unison; we will leave that upon you to 
decide. We offer Turbo stool in multiple colour 
choices. So in addition to their wonderfully funky 
hues, they also come in all Black and all White to 
add on to your monotone environment. The wood 
in latter case is dyed to bring their organic woody 
texture alive.

T u r b o
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SIZE in Inch - W15.5 x H29.5 x D15.5

Cole  Chair  
#COLCHR39

Cole chairs are particularly exemplary of our Metal-Wood 
D.N.A. Their Laser cut seating in perforated metal sheet 
and angular metallic legs come alive in company of an 
Oak wood / Ash wood headrest. Perfect for modern home 
living or modern office spaces, Cole chairs are an inspiring 
lot and work like magic to inject a Modern spirit into the 
aesthetics of your space. Bold and beautiful, our millennial 
range- ‘Cole’ is sure to make you sit up and take notice. A 
product of simple yet optimised manufacturing processes, 
its Laser-cut beauty is accentuated with its welding-free 
joinery using exposed screws, nuts and bolts instead.

C o l e
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The Cabo couch is everything one would want in a couch while setting 
up a modern space. Classy, comfortable and balanced in its ratios, a 
Cabo couch is a natural when it comes to space definition. It’s well-
proportioned metal frame upon which sit the fantastically upholstered 
headrest and seating give it a commanding presence that injects the 
right amount of accent to your living room. The wooden detailing on the 
armrest adds a warm touch to balance the cool of the metal frame.

C a b o



SIZE in Inch - W29.5x H30 x D29.5

Cabo Couch  
#CABSOF75
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SIZE in Inch - W22.5 x H34.5 x D29

Valencia Couch
# VALCHR57

There’s something wonderfully old world about our Valencia chairs that is hard 
to find in any piece that boasts of contemporary aesthetics. The natural warmth 
of its Oak wood/ Ash wood frame and the luxe texture of the fabric used go 
hand-in-hand to create a chair that you wouldn’t want to get up from. Go ahead 
then. Use this accent chair and brighten up your surrounds whether in the living 
room or a quiet reading corner in your bedroom.

V a l e n c i a
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SIZE in Inch - W24.6 x H17 x D24.6

T r o y

Troy Ottoman
#TROOTO62

An extension of Troy series, the ‘Troy Ottoman’ was designed and developed with an idea 
of augmenting the comfort quotient of Troy Sofa. When paired with any configuration of 
Troy, it can extend the product to a Sofa lounger. This simple addition also gives you more 
freedom to personalize any space.

The classic shape and availability of this Ottoman in many beautiful options in terms 
of fabric colour make it a fully functional standalone piece that works equally well in 
conjunction with your existing sofa- Troy or not. 
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SIZE in Inch - W22.7 x H29.5 x D22.7

T r o y

Troy Mini
#TROMIN58

A brand new addition to the Troy family, the ‘Troy mini’ follows the similar principles of 
modularity. It is designed to stand out because of its simple and bold design language 
whilst complimenting the space around it. The outer shell of the chair is made up of bent 
sheet metal joined together with the upholstered cushion creating the Upper half, placed 
atop a triangular metal base.

Offered in numerous colours, the Troy mini is a composition of several parts to create a 
comfortable seating experience in the form of a chair.
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Troy- 1 seater’s modularity makes it convenient to be packaged in boxes 
and pieces to reach your multi-storeyed residence where our team can 
assemble it in a matter of few hours. So no more struggling with staircase 
or elevator dimension calculations and matching it with the Sofa’s size. 
Get one and use it as a standalone accent piece or pair it in conjunction 
with Troy- 3 seater to make a bold statement in home aesthetics.

T r o y - A r m c h a i r



SIZE in Inch - W32.5 x H29.5 x D32

Troy Armchair
#TROCHR83
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With Troy-2 seater conventional nightmares of planning logistics of 
calculating staircase or elevator dimensions becomes a thing of past. Its 
modularity makes it convenient to be packaged in boxes and pieces to 
reach your multi-storeyed residence where our team can assemble it in a 
matter of few hours. 

T r o y



SIZE in Inch - W57 x H25 x D30

Troy - 2 Seater
#TROSOF145
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SIZE in Inch - W81.5 x H25 x D30

Troy - 3 Seater
#TROSOF207
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SIZE in Inch - W101 x H25 x D30

Troy - 4 Seater
#TROSOF257
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C a f e
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An all wooden chair with an armrest and a unique 
metal backrest. The chair is comfortable to sit on 
for long hours because of its cushioned seating 
and curved backrest. Elegant and clean in 
aesthetics , holding a strong stance.



SIZE in Inch - W19 x H29 x D20

# CAFCHR48

Cafe Chair
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Cairo lounger embraces Nordic tones and takes cozy 
minimalism a notch higher. On its own, it is a great statement 
piece and as a set, it becomes ‘the lounger’ for a serene 
professional or private setting. Black stained solid Oak/Ash 
wood makes the structure of Cairo. The metal sheet back 
and lower frame is part of Spin’s design philosophy to make 
designs simpler and minimal.

C a i r o



SIZE in Inch - W27.5 x H25.1 x D35.4

Cairo Leatherite Seating
#CAICHR79



#CAICHR79

Cairo Fabric Seating
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SIZE in Inch - W25.5 x H24.6 x D24.4

Nyx Seating
#NYXLNG42

Nyx lounger champions cozy minimalism. A distinctive fusion of 
clean industrial design, technology and fine craftsmanship, it has an 
inviting Nordic silhouette. With this Lounger, we added a subtle layer 
of complexity to the Nyx family by processing the folded aluminium 
sheet with a double bend in the centre to augment the seating comfort. 
The slim cushioning available in exciting colour options adds on to its 
comfortable style. Light in weight and optimal in proportions, it is neither 
too large nor too low. All in all, it is a great product for a cosy corner at 
home as well as for waiting areas. 

N y x
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A striking, angular silhouette and a sense of lightness is the hallmark 
of Nyx chairs. Ideated to encapsulate Nyx family’s distinctive design 
DNA with folded Aluminium sheet and Oak wood; Nyx chair was the first 
product to be designed for the series. Pair these chairs with one of our 
dining tables or use them as office chairs; they work either way.

N y x



SIZE in Inch - W16.5 x H30 x D17.5

#NYXCHR42

Nyx Chair
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Nyx barstool is a quick adaptation of the Nyx chair. Surprisingly light and 
comfortable, Nyx barstool follows the key design element of folded Aluminium 
sheet and Oak with cushion options. Smart and striking, it instantly adds on to 
the definition of your bar area.  Should you need it for outdoor usage, there is an 
option for it to be manufactured with a special coating.

N y x



SIZE in Inch - W16.5 x H30 x D17.5

Nyx bar stool
#NYXSTL41
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Cole barstool is a beautiful piece that comes with a protective coating 
for abrasion resistance. This millennial piece with Laser-cut perforated 
metal sheet seating and bent metallic legs is balanced well with a tad 
larger footrest in complimenting design. Perfect for modern bar spaces, 
a Cole barstool comes in vibrant colours and is a super choice to have 
home. Bold and beautiful, our millennial range- ‘Cole’ is sure to make you 
sit up and take notice. A product of simple yet optimised manufacturing 
processes, its Laser-cut beauty is accentuated with its welding-free 
joinery using exposed screws, nuts and bolts instead.

C o l e



SIZE in Inch - W15.5 x H30.5 x D15.5

Cole Barstool
#COLSTL39
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SIZE in Inch - W15.5 x H24x D15.5

Cole Stool
#COLSTL39
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SIZE in Inch - W15.5 x H30x D15.5

Cole Aluminium
#COLALU39

Cole- Aluminium barstool is an all-Aluminium piece with 
sandblasted Aluminium finish and a protective coating for 
abrasion resistance. This millennial piece with perforated 
metal sheet seating and bent metallic legs is balanced 
well with a tad larger footrest in complimenting design. 
The lived-in finish of Cole- Aluminium barstool makes 
it work wonderfully well in rustic settings in addition to 
modern. Bold and beautiful, our millennial range- ‘Cole’ 
is sure to make you sit up and take notice. A product of 
simple yet optimized manufacturing processes, its Laser-
cut beauty is accentuated with its welding-free joinery 
using exposed screws, nuts and bolts instead.

C o l e  
A l u m i n i u m
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Native Seating System
 

The word Native refers to the birth of something or someone in relation to a specific 
context. To me it means the ability to question a knowhow by changing the territory of 
expression. Consequently, the Native Collection is born in India in collaboration with the 
visionaries in the country.

This collection is based on an elementary approach of design emphasizing techniques and 
emotions through the work of upholstery, wood and metal. It acknowledges movement and 
lightness to create functionalities and structural patterns.

The 30 mm and 15 mm diameter pipes used for the structure refer to the 19th century’s 
modern style. Referening to the work of french architects and designers - Le Corbusier and 
Charlotte Perriand, who dedicated their lives to creating a new experience of living.

N a t i v e
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SIZE in Inch - W81.4 x D33.4 x H24.4

Native Couch
#NTVCCH207

The native seating system aims to maximize the visual and physical 
experience with a minimum use of material. Their framework is bound to a 
smart 30mm pipe structure which can be assembled and dismantled easily. 
The cushions are casually placed inside in precise angles, thickness and 
dimensions to bring about an extremely comfortable sitting experience. 
The range is completed with elegant stitching details, meticulous fabric 
selection and selective metal color paint.

N a t i v e
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SIZE in Inch - W44.5 x D33.4 x H24.4

Native Armchair
# NTVACH113
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SIZE in Inch - W27.5 x H17.7 x D23.6

Native Ottoman
# NTVOTMN70
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SIZE in Inch - W74.8 x D23.6 x H31.4

Native Day Bed
#NATBED190

With an ultra comfortable cushion resting on a  powder-coated pipe frame, 
the native daybed is an exclusive resting spot or seating option for the living 
room or office space. Stylish, comfy siestas are the norm of the day when 
you have a Native Day-bed to throw your weight upon.

The native seating system aims to maximise the visual and physical 
experience with a minimum use of material. Their framework is bound to a 
smart 30mm pipe structure which can be assembled and dismantled easily.  
The range is completed with elegant stitching details, meticulous fabric 
selection and selective metal color paint.

N a t i v e
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